This paper explores the entanglement of dreams and reality in the production of economic infrastructures. It focuses on the Manta-Manaus multimodal transport corridor, which is currently being constructed between the Pacific coast of Ecuador and the Atlantic coast of Brazil, with the aim of integrating the Amazon into global production networks. Drawing on extensive field research conducted in Ecuador, we develop a fantastical materialism, as a theoretical and methodological approach to the intertwining of fantasy and materiality through which the spaces of capital are conceived, constructed, and brought to ruin. MantaManaus is revealed not only as a technocratic accumulation strategy, but also as a seductive dream of planetary integration and geographical freedom. This dream has become ensnarled in the material dynamics of uneven geographical development, and its infrastructures have been repurposed for the expansion of the oil frontier. The Real of Capital thus advances through the creative destruction of its own fantasies.
Towards a fantastical materialism
Only dreamers move mountains. transporting a 127-ton generator over 2,000 kilometers upriver to the oil fields of the Ecuadorian 1 A pseudonym has been used in this case. All other names are real. The pseudonym refers to Carlos Fermín Fitzcarrald, the Peruvian rubber baron on whom Werner Herzog based the character of Fitzcarraldo. 2 On his way upriver towards the mountain over which he will drag his steamship, Fitzcarraldo spends a night in a Jesuit mission. One of the monks asks what he is doing in this remote part of the Amazon. Fitzcarraldo responds: "I'm planning something geographical".
set into the river in preparation for the construction of the dock. In 2007 the Manta-Manaus corridor had been designated by Rafael Correa, the newly elected President of Ecuador, as one of the emblematic projects of his administration, and now the state was financing the road and port infrastructure required for its creation. Incredibly, it seemed that Fermín's extravagant dream had come true. He emerged from the back door of his simple home, hastily pulling on a crumpled shirt with his name and 'Manta-Manaus' embroidered on the back. We sat down to talk in a ramshackle porch with views across the wide sweep of the river and the vast rainforest beyond. "They used to call me a fat slobbering idiot (gordo baboso)! An imbecile!" he told us, laughing. "But now I'm a wise man! 'Watch out for that Brazilian guy', they say, 'he's a wise man, a genius! '" 4 This paper narrates the story of Manta-Manaus, as a means of exploring the entanglement of reality and dreams in the production of economic infrastructures. The significance of this intertwined relationship has been underestimated or misconstrued in much of the critical literature on infrastructural development. In recent years, an increasingly influential literature has identified transnational infrastructure projects like Manta-Manaus as elements of an emergent geography of "extended" or "planetary" urbanization, characterized by the implosion of urban agglomerations and the explosion of infrastructural networks at the limits of planetary space (Arboleda 2016; Brenner 2013; Kanai 2014; Monte-Mor 2014) . This process is conceptualized in terms of the technocratic construction of "operational landscapes" (Brenner and Schmid 2015: 167), through the implementation of "large-scale territorial planning strategies" (Brenner 2013: 20) . Yet this account of infrastructural development overlooks the extent to which such processes are infused with idiosyncratic fantasies and hubristic ambitions, despite the fact that vast infrastructure projects have long been associated with obsessive visions that exceed the instrumental rationalities of capitalist calculability and territorial domination (Berman 1982: 37-86) .
In contrast to the literature on planetary urbanization, the "ethnography of infrastructure" (Star 1999) emphasizes that "roads and railways are not just technical objects... They encode the dreams of individuals and societies and are the vehicles whereby those fantasies are transmitted and made emotionally real" (Larkin 2013: 333) . This literature tends to locate the imaginary and affective dimensions of these infrastructures in the everyday lives of construction workers and local populations (Dalakoglou and Harvey 2012; Harvey and Knox 2012 ). Yet the case of MantaManaus demonstrates that the logic of such infrastructures is permeated with its own dreams and desires, which become ensnarled in complex and counterintuitive materializations. In common with the ethnography of infrastructure, we aim to trace the knotted plots through which the spaces of capital are conceived, constructed and brought to ruin, and to draw attention to the failures and absurdities of grandiose infrastructural megaprojects, in contrast to their heroic selfrepresentations. The case of Manta-Manaus, however, suggests that the paradoxes and incongruities of such projects are due less to their collision with "unruly landscapes and citizens" (Harvey and Knox 2012: 529) , than to the internal antagonisms of capitalist development, in which ideological fantasies are undermined by the contradictions that they conceal.
This paper develops a fantastical materialism, as an alternative approach to the intertwining of fantasy and materiality in the capitalist production of space. Fantastical materialism begins from a historical geographical materialist understanding of the nature of capitalist socio-spatiality, according to which the endless accumulation of capital is achieved through the production of an increasingly intensive and extensive system of spatial infrastructures, through which the contradictions of capital are expressed in a turbulent flux of creative destruction and uneven geographical development (Harvey 1982; Smith 1984) . Drawing on elements of the psychoanalytical critique of ideology, fantastical materialism explores the ways in which these dynamics are both obscured and operationalized by ideological fantasies, such as the dream of an interoceanic corridor with which this paper began. The psychoanalytical concept of fantasy does not correspond to the commonsense understanding of fantasies as idle daydreams of imaginary worlds. On the contrary, ideological fantasies are constitutive of social reality itself, functioning as the frames through which we experience the world as coherent and meaningful, and organized as a protection against the Real, understood as the unsymbolized antagonisms and repressed drives against which 'reality' is symbolically constituted (Žižek 1989; 1997 ). In the symbolic universe of contemporary global capitalism, as Slavoj Žižek has argued, "'reality' is the social reality of the actual people involved in the production process, while the Real is the… spectral logic of Capital which determines what goes on in social reality" (Žižek 1999: 331) . The phantasmatic dimensions of the capitalist production of space thus evolve in a tangled relationship with the Real of Capital, through which ideological fantasies simultaneously conceal and produce the very forces that undermine them and "condemn them to ultimate failure" (Žižek 1997: 124) .
The concept of 'fantastical materialism' is apparently oxymoronic. After all, within the Marxian tradition, materiality has long been regarded as the stern domain of history and dialectics, while fantasy has tended to be dismissed "as ungrounded supposition, lacking in foundation, not solid enough" (Rose 1996: 5) . Fantastical materialism is only one of several recent attempts to disrupt this ossified division. Andy Merrifield, for example, has called for a 'magical Marxism', based on the creation of "new magical geographies of the imagination" (Merrifield 2011: 14) , and has drawn on this approach in his interpretation of planetary urbanization (Merrifield 2013) . Jane Bennett has similarly celebrated the uncanny and transcendent moments of everyday life in countering dominant understandings of capitalist society as a "disenchanted world" (Bennett 2001: 8) , and her work on 'enchanted materialism' has informed the ethnography of infrastructure (Harvey and Knox 2012; Kochore 2012) . In contrast to these approaches, however, fantastical materialism understands enchantment, not as a transgressive aesthetic that disrupts the "rationalized description of material and social phenomena" (Harvey and Knox 2012: 523) , or that subverts "the tumult of capitalist modernity" (Merrifield 2011: 21) , but as symptomatic of the uncanny character of capitalist modernity itself, in which "it is the self-propelling metaphysical dance of Capital… that provides the key to real-life developments and catastrophes" (Žižek 2006: 383) .
Like magical Marxism, fantastical materialism draws inspiration from magical realism, but understands this tradition not as the conversion of "reality into… phantasmal subjective visions" (Merrifield 2008: 381) , but as a critical methodology that seeks to reveal the phantasmatic constitution of 'reality' itself, through a depth of clarity grounded in the "materiality of literary realism" (Zamora and Faris 1995: 3) . This approach is again at odds with much of the Marxist tradition. As James Ferguson has noted, orthodox Marxism has tended to assume that "things simply snap into place because Capital 'needs' them to do so", which has frequently resulted in a failure to comprehend the "surprising and ironic" twists and turns of capitalist development (Ferguson 1994: 13-16) . Acknowledgement of the indispensability of detailed empirical research, however, need not entail the abandonment of Marxian theory. As Žižek argues, "the highest form of ideology does not reside in getting caught in ideological spectrality, forgetting about its foundation in real people and their relations, but precisely in overlooking this Real of spectrality and in pretending to address 'real people with their real worries'" (Žižek 2008a: 13) .
Fantastical materialism attempts to tread a path between these two positions, based on the magical realist premise that the spectral and phantasmatic dimensions of socio-spatial reality are to be accessed precisely through meticulous attention to empirical detail. To this end, this paper draws on eighty-four semi-structured interviews conducted in 2015 with actors at all levels of the planning and implementation of Manta-Manaus, and with mestizo colonizers and members of indigenous communities affected by the project, as well as business press reports, internal government documents, and extensive field notes taken during our travels along the length of the Ecuadorian section of the corridor. 5 Yet the depiction of a reality permeated by fantasy and spectrality is not only a matter of content, but also a question of form. Like magical realism, fantastical materialism therefore aims to combine descriptive clarity with a style that conveys the uncanny dimensions of the reality that it seeks to describe. As Fredric Jameson (2014) has observed, "A work has content. It has raw material… And the content already has a form inside it…
The writer does not impose a form on it. The writer draws the form out of the very content itself."
Rather than forcing the world into a preconceived framework, fantastical materialism seeks to allow theory to breathe through the narration of events. These preliminary ideas are therefore only intended to provide a minimal map of our theoretical and methodological terrain, in order to contextualize the story that we have already begun, and which we will now resume. This story traces three twists in the relationship between fantasy and reality in the case of Manta-Manaus. oil frontier. We conclude by weaving these twists more tightly into the fabric of a fantastical materialism, before teasing out the hidden thread of a disenchanted utopia.
The El Dorado Project
The Amazon Basin covers an area of seven million square kilometers. It contains the world's greatest river and most expansive tropical forest, and is one of the most biodiverse places on the planet. Beyond these brute material facts, however, the Amazon is also a "forest of desires… imbued with passion [by] the symbolic content of the dreams that it ignites" (Hecht and Cockburn 1990: 1). Since its colonial discovery in the early 16 th century, the region has been framed in the capitalist imaginary as a land of superabundant natural wealth, and it has long been a privileged site for Promethean projects and utopian experiments staged by ruthless pioneers and romantic visionaries (Browder and Godfrey 1997; Grandin 2009 ). Of all these quixotic escapades, the most iconic and enduring has been the search for El Dorado. In 1541, the Spanish conquistadors
Gonzalo Pizarro and Francisco de Orellana set out from what is now the Ecuadorian capital of
Quito, descending from the Andes to the Amazon in search of this mythical cornucopia filled with unimaginable quantities of gold. The expedition was soon in desperate straits, and Pizarro sent Orellana down the River Coca in search of food and supplies. At the confluence with the Napo, Orellana resolved not to return, and forged on into the depths of the Amazon in search of the Atlantic coast, which he finally reached eighteen months later (Ainsworth 1934; Smith 1990 ).
In the late 19 th century, the rubber boom launched a second wave of expeditions to the Ecuadorian Amazon in search of "elastic gold", which came to an end in the early twentieth century, when the region was outcompeted by British colonies in East Asia (Russotto 2013: 133) . In 1967, extensive oil deposits were discovered in the northern Ecuadorian Amazon. As Michael
Watts observes, "El Dorado had been located, and it was in an oil well" (Watts 1994: 203) . The oil price collapsed in the early 1980s, contributing to a national economic crisis that resulted in the neoliberalization of the Ecuadorian economy (Perreault and Valdivia 2010 ). Yet El Dorado continued to haunt the dreams of capital. In the late 1990s, an Ecuadorian entrepreneur called
Augusto Celís became fascinated with the story of Pizarro and Orellana's original search for El Dorado, and grew convinced of the possibility of opening an interoceanic corridor along Orellana's route to the Atlantic. We visited Celís in Quito in 2015. He was old and sickly, and the walls of his musty office were covered with faded maps of the Amazon, on which the route of his fantasy was etched in red pen. Celís told us that he had decided to call his plan 'Proyecto El Dorado' in honour of the conquistadors' original mission. "We weren't looking for El Dorado", he added. "I didn't do this with the aim of making money. I just fell in love with an idea". In 2008, Providencia was selected as the intermodal port of Manta-Manaus. The minister who took the decision recalls that he had been convinced to do so by Carlos Fermín, who he describes as "a visionary who was here in Ecuador without any infrastructure or any support from the state, pushing his dream". 8 Over the course of the following years, the Ecuadorian section of MantaManaus evolved to include 810 kilometres of new or improved roads; the Manta and Providencia ports; a free trade zone in Manta; new airports in Manta, Latacunga, and Tena; and the dredging of the Napo to make it navigable by large cargo vessels (Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores 2010).
The environmental impacts of such major geographical upheavals were questioned by some indigenous and ecological groups (Bonilla 2010). But most of those living along the corridor were enthusiastic about its promise of market integration and geographical freedom. One inhabitant of Providencia, where the new intermodal port is being constructed, recalls having been "impressed"
and "inspired" by a business associate of Carlos Fermín, who visited the community with a laptop computer on which he showed them a video with computerized images of "great ships" arriving at
Providencia by river. His aunt then awoke him late at night, telling him that she had just had a "spectacular" dream about Manta-Manaus, and insisting that they purchase land along the riverbank. 9 The leader of the Siekopai, an indigenous nationality based near Providencia, also told us that he hoped that the corridor would create economic opportunities, which the community would be able to "take advantage of by creating companies". Manta-Manaus, he declared, was "the dream of the Siekopai nation".
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In July 2011, true to his election promise, Correa launched the Manta-Manaus corridor, embarking on the maiden voyage down the Napo in a barge filled with Ecuadorian products and draped in an enormous national flag (El Telégrafo 2011). In a triumphant speech delivered a few kilometres upriver from Providencia, Correa announced that "Today we are taking a firm and irreversible step towards the fulfilment of a dream: Manta-Manaus. This is a great part of the country's future...
And we are determined that this dream will be a success." 11 He then boarded the barge and set off downriver. An hour or so later he disembarked at Providencia, and allowed the maiden voyage to continue on its way. Sitting in his porch above the Napo in 2015, Fermín recalled the President's arrival in Providencia as a moment of personal triumph: "The whole project, President Rafael
Correa and Carlos Fermín! ... No-one can take this project away from me! I´ve never turned away from the decision that I took in 2004… I know it's good and I know it's the future… It is a reality that is underway, and nobody can stop it!" 12 Sitting with him that evening, surrounded by the cacophonous jungle and the silent river, it seemed that the Amazon really was a magical place in which the wildest dreams could be transformed into reality…
The annihilation of time by space
The creation of Manta-Manaus demonstrates the role of fantasy in the constitution of social reality. The project is premised upon the reduction of transportation times between East Asian production sites and the assembly lines of Manaus, and is justified in terms of "less time, less cost" capital's drive towards the spatial unification of the world market, by representing this abstract logic in terms of the social good. But they also repress the internal contradiction of this logic, through which the tendency towards equalization enters into conflict with an equally powerful drive towards differentiation (Smith 1984: 132-174 equalization threaten to disrupt the value relations of the spaces onto which they are projected, and tend to generate forceful localized resistances, expressed in inter-capitalist competition and geopolitical tensions (Harvey 1982: 413-445) . Such representations also elide the potentially disruptive agency of the natural conditions that they seek to materially produce and ideologically erase (Moore 2015: 2-3). As we will see in this section, each of these dimensions of differentiation has contributed to the shattering of the fantasy of Manta-Manaus. over US$1 billion, illustrating the seemingly magical power of oil rents to produce "dazzling development projects that engender collective fantasies of progress" (Coronil 1997: 4) .
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Yet far from the annihilation of space by time, the materialization of Manta-Manaus has taken the form of the annihilation of time by space. The road from Manta to Providencia is not a straight line slicing surgically through the national territory, as state representations suggest, but an interminable series of steep and narrow switchbacks bombarded with rock-falls and frequently blocked by landslides, which climbs to an altitude of over 3,000 metres from the Pacific to the Andes, before descending back to near sea-level in the Amazon. Unable to flow freely through this contorted landscape, capital has moved elsewhere. The vast majority of container traffic now enters Ecuador via the southern port of Guayaquil, and ascends the Andes by a less tortuous route, rendering redundant the road from Manta to the mountains. Guayaquil is Ecuador's main port, and its progress in the wake of Manta's demise has fueled a widespread conspiracy theory, according to which Guayaquil's mercantile elite colluded with Hutchinson to undermine Manta's development, in "a minutely detailed and coldly calculated strategy" (Vincent 2010: 81).
In contrast to the Promethean promise of its official representations, this tangle of political controversies, economic conflicts, and geographical obstacles has transformed Manta-Manaus into a distinctly unattractive investment opportunity. In the words of a representative of the Ecuadorian planning ministry, "We've invested and invested but nobody wants to buy… none of it is profitable -neither the ports nor the airports nor Manta-Manaus itself". government report on Manta-Manaus lists total metric tonnes of cargo handled at Tena in 2014 as "0" (Ministerio de Transporte y Obras Públicas 2015: 2). In 2015, the airport only received one passenger flight a day, which arrived from Quito, and was being run at a loss by the state airline.
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In 2016, this flight was cancelled, and the airport now stands empty (Ecuavisa 2016). Another new airport in the highlands of Latacunga received only two flights a day in 2014, while the Manta airport lacked any international cargo traffic. Its only client, a Chilean airline, was expelled when it was discovered to be using the airport, not for transporting Ecuadorian exports, but only to fill up on subsidised fuel before continuing to Miami.
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The difficulties confronting the maritime, terrestrial and aerial dimensions of the multimodal corridor have been compounded by the realization that the Ecuadorian section of the Napo is not navigable by ships large enough to make such a venture profitable for international commerce.
This stretch of the river is shallow and meandering, and its course is continually altered by silt describing the Napo as "very treacherous", 21 and "like a woman. If you don't know her well, you won't get anywhere". 22 The only person who remained convinced of its navigability was Carlos Fermín, whose entire interoceanic fantasy had been founded on this passionate belief, and who dismissed all arguments to the contrary as the devious work of "an ugly black hand".
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At the launch of Manta-Manaus in 2011, Correa had stood on the banks of the Napo and declared that "If nature opposes our designs, we will fight against her and we will win". 24 Yet the maiden voyage only served to confirm the project's intrinsic geographical unviability. A member of the presidential entourage recalls that the journey downriver was "like riding a bicycle. The slowness of the Napo is enough to drive you insane!" 25 After Correa had disembarked in Providencia, the maiden voyage turned the next bend in the river and became stranded on a sand bank, where it remained for the next five days (El Comercio 2011). It took eighteen days to reach the Colombian city of Leticia, where the voyage was abandoned, with Manaus still over 1,000 kilometres away. Slavoj Žižek defines utopia as "a belief in the possibility of a universality without its symptom" (Žižek 1989: 23) . Manta-Manaus is utopian in this sense, to the extent that it has pursued the universality of global equalization in abstraction from the contradictory tendency towards differentiation, which is inherent to the dynamics of the capitalist production of space. Through the process of its implementation, this repressed tendency has asserted itself in multiple the river to carry it back to where he had started, Fermín's ambitions would appear to be "subservient to a larger destiny over which he has no ultimate control" (Prager 2003: 23) .
The soul of capital
The story of Manta-Manaus might seem to have reached its logical conclusion at this point, having illustrated the tendency for ideological fantasies to be undermined by the antagonisms that they repress and disavow. But the relationship between fantasy and the Real is more complex than such a conclusion would suggest. According to Freud, a dream is "a compromise between the demands of a repressed impulse and the resistance of a censoring force in the ego" (quoted in Nagera 1969: 17). In its deepest form, fantasy operates in a similar way, by functioning as "the screen that separates desire from drive" (Žižek 1997: 43) . We have seen how state representatives and speculative entrepreneurs have been gripped by desires for national development and market integration, which have functioned to disavow the uncontrollable dynamics of uneven geographical development into which these fantasies have been thrown. But beneath the level of desire, such fantasies also mask what Freud identified as death drive, understood as "a blind persistence which follows its path with utter disregard for the requirements of our concrete lifeworld" (Žižek 2008b: xvi) . In capitalist societies, this alien drive can be equated with the accumulative imperative of capital itself. In Marx's memorable phrase, "As capitalist, he is only capital personified. His soul is the soul of capital. But capital has one sole driving force, the drive to valorize itself, to create surplus value" (Marx 1976: 342) . This is not to suggest that everything is determined by the logic of capital, but only to emphasise that state spatial strategies are structured by their utility for capital accumulation, and that "value, acting
with the force of an elemental natural process, [ultimately] prevails over the foresight and the calculation of the individual capitalist" (Marx, quoted in Harvey 2013: 70) .
The relationship between phantasmatic desire and the Real of the drive can be illustrated by the case of the intermodal port of Providencia. Following its ill-fated maiden voyage, Manta-Manaus was removed from the triumphant discourses of the Correa administration, as if in silent r acknowledgment of its deserted highways, vacant airports and unnavigable watercourses. Yet the Ecuadorian government quietly continued with the construction of the port at Providencia, and the road connecting the port to the national highway network. The completion of the road, in
February 2014, triggered a rush of land speculation in Providencia, and seven private ports now line the riverbank. Despite the construction boom, however, this previously isolated community remains without water or sanitation, and a constant flow of diesel-spilling barges in and out of its private ports has rendered the river water undrinkable. The privatization of the riverbank has excluded the local kichwa indigenous population from access to much of the river, and the waves cast by high-speed launches have made travel on their dugout canoes a dangerous undertaking.
On the outskirts of Providencia, we spoke to a man leading a mule laden with bananas for sale in the local market. Had he heard of Manta-Manaus? "Oh yes," he replied, "I've heard enough about that to send me psychotic! (¡Psicotizado con eso!) ... They said it was going to be a good project that would bring benefits for the community. Of course there are benefits, but only for people with lots of money that have come here to take advantage of it. The people from here can't even enter [the port], even though this is our territory." He loaded the bananas back onto his mule and went on his way with a sarcastic shout of defiant ambition: "To Manaus!" private ports was filled with hundreds of huge steel pipes destined for Block 43, also known as ITT, a rich and highly controversial oil field that is partly located within the Yasuni National Park, which is one of the most biodiverse places on Earth. 27 During his first years in government, Correa promoted the Yasuni-ITT Initiative, which sought compensation from industrialised nations in exchange for leaving the ITT reserves underground. Like Manta-Manaus, this initiative was part of a government strategy for the 'transformation of the productive matrix' away from dependency on Amazonian oil resources (Purcell et al 2016) . Over the course of his time in office, however, Correa's legitimacy has become increasingly dependent on the maintenance of high levels of public investment, which have continued to be heavily dependent on oil revenues. Since 2009, the government has opened a series of bidding rounds for the concession of new oil blocks, many of which are located in socially and environmentally sensitive areas, while signing contracts with foreign multinationals for the joint exploitation of Ecuador's mature reserves (Escribano 2013) .
In August 2013, Correa announced the exploitation of Block 43, provoking national protests and international condemnation (Economist Intelligence Unit 2014). By the time the announcement was made, the road to Providencia was almost complete. Block 43 occupies a vast extension of territory adjacent to Peru, and is accessed via the Napo. Providencia was now the closest point to Yasuni accessible by road, and the newly constructed highway, designed for the heavy container traffic of Manta-Manaus, was ideal for the transportation of the materials required to construct the infrastructure for Block 43. This has led to allegations that the Correa administration had decided to exploit Block 43 long before the official declaration was made, and that Manta-Manaus was merely a discourse to disguise the construction of the transport infrastructure that the controversial new oil block would require. In the words of an influential local politician, "It's a camouflaged way of doing things, in my opinion. They say they are going to make the port for Manta-Manaus and instead it is serving the oil industry for the exploitation of Yasuni."
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Regardless of whether such motives exist in the case of Providencia, however, they cannot account for the concession of the port in Manta, the construction of a highway over the Andes, or the opening of airports across the breadth of the national territory, all of which are included in Manta-Manaus, but none of which are functional for the oil industry. In this context, the repurposing of Providencia for the expansion of the oil frontier can be explained, not as a deliberate state strategy, but as a material expression of the inability "of state policies to determine the modality and course of accumulation within each national space of valorisation", and their ultimate subordination to the logic of "the accumulation of the total social capital at the global scale" (Grinberg and Starosta 2015: 240) . The Ecuadorian Amazon has been incorporated into global capital accumulation on the basis of its oil reserves, and the transformation of Providencia into an oil port is ultimately expressive of the power of this drive, which is screened by the modernizing governmental vision of Manta-Manaus, not necessarily as a strategic diversion, but rather as an ideological fantasy that "creates what it purports to conceal" (Žižek 1997: 6) .
The capitalist iteration of this fantasy conceals a similar subordination to the Real of the drive. The entrepreneur who had been inspired to establish his shipping company by the launch of MantaManaus explained that the failure of the interoceanic corridor had forced him into the oil business:
"It wasn't what we had planned to do", he said, "but there is no alternative. If you don't invest in the oil business, you can't invest in anything". 29 Another operator told us that he had tried to diversify into tourism with the refurbishment of an old ferry to serve as a floating hotel. There was no demand for the service, and he was hiring it to one of the oil companies, to house employees working on the construction of ITT. 30 Two dredging machines were busily working the Napo. But instead of clearing channels for interoceanic trade, they were digging up sand to make concrete for Block 43. 31 Again, these decisions do not imply that the interoceanic fantasy is a smokescreen for a conspiratorial agenda, but rather illustrate the extent to which capitalist desires are ultimately subordinated to the accumulative drive of capital itself.
This can be further illustrated by returning to the case of Carlos Fermín, whose dream would now seem to lie in ruins. In 2014, the Correa administration expropriated him of most of his land for the construction of the official port, for which he claims to have received no compensation.
Reflecting on the destruction of Providencia, Fermín told us that "It hurts my soul to see this disaster. No money could make up for them ruining a project that I have struggled so hard to make happen". According to him, "Everyone has come here to speculate, to make money off the government project… [But] I'm not going to sell my soul to the devil. I prefer to be with God and sleep in peace". For this reason, he explained, he had decided to found an evangelical church in Providencia, in which he now preaches "the marvels of the project and the word of God" to their local congregation. 32 But several inhabitants of Providencia told us that Fermín had broken the promises of development that he had made to the community, and that "He wants everything for himself." 33 The owner of one of the private ports described Fermín as "a snake charmer", and accused him of using his church to extort favours from incoming businesses. As with the conspiracy theories surrounding the failure of the port of Manta and the construction of the road to Providencia, these competing narratives contribute to the inextricable entanglement of fantasy and reality through which the spaces of capital are produced, and the accumulation of capital is achieved. Amidst this confabulatory morass of dreams and nightmares, Carlos Fermín has abandoned his interoceanic fantasy, and has established a stone crushing factory in the centre of Providencia, which is supplying the raw materials for the construction of Block 43. Such a prosaic conclusion should come as no surprise. The imperative to accumulate is the drive that animates the fantasies of the capitalist, and these fantasies must ultimately be sacrificed on the altar of accumulation itself. This is the Real of Capital, which "always chooses the right time to produce those people by whom it feels represented sympathetically… the class of capital owners and entrepreneurs who, with devastatingly progressive energy, blow to pieces all stationary conditions, and cause all solid states to evaporate" (Sloterdijk 2013: 68) .
The reality of dreams
Over US$1 billion has been invested by the Correa administration in the construction of MantaManaus. The aim was to integrate Ecuador into transnational circuits of capital, by opening a highspeed channel for the accelerated circulation of commodities between East Asia and Brazil, as part of the 'transformation of the productive matrix', through which Ecuador would replace its dependence on oil exploitation with a modern, technologically-advanced economy. But the failure to develop the port of Manta and the unviability of the Ecuadorian Napo as a commercial waterway have resulted in the stark absence of global commerce passing through the corridor. To date, not a single container has made the journey from Manta to Manaus. Meanwhile, Peru is advancing in the construction of its own interoceanic corridor. The Panama Canal is being expanded, and another interoceanic corridor is under construction in Nicaragua, backed by US$50 billion of Chinese capital (Fonseca 2015; Partlow 2015) . Manta-Manaus would therefore seem to constitute a classic case of a failed spatial fix, in which overaccumulated capital in the form of oil rents has been channelled into the production of a new economic space that has been rejected by capital. But this is not the whole story. Capital has not simply rejected the project, but has repurposed its infrastructures for the expansion of the oil frontier. Manta-Manaus is therefore functioning to reinforce the economic model that it was supposed to be replacing, and this interoceanic fantasy has itself been materialized by the oil revenues through which rentier capitalism "casts its spell over audience and performers alike" (Coronil 1997: 5) . This paper has sought to demonstrate 'the reality of dreams' in two senses of the term: the structuring of socio-spatial reality by ideological fantasies, and the distortion of such dreams in the process of their realization. In developing this line of argument, we have focused on the fantasies of state and capital, and a multitude of subaltern struggles and experiences have faded into the background. Here we conclude by drawing attention to one such struggle, which adds a final twist to our tale, and which opens political questions that we have begun to address elsewhere (Wilson and Bayón 2016) . In 2010, the kichwa population of Providencia formed an association called Sumak Ñambi, which roughly translates as 'Gorgeous Road', conveying the hopes that at that time were still embodied in the highway. Yet instead of opening a world of freedom and integration, as we have seen, the arrival of the road confronted the community with imminent dispossession.
Faced with the shattering of their fantasy, Sumak Ñambi responded by creating an autonomous urban project to defend what remained of their land. In 2015, the opportunity to realize their plan unexpectedly presented itself, when a transport company attempted to purchase the riverside land of the community, with the aim of creating yet another private port. Sumak Ñambi made a counter-proposal: in exchange for the lease of a space for the port, the company would cut and surface the roads for their town. Within two months the roads had been sliced through the jungle, with the felled trees providing the wood for the construction of the houses. Every weekend Sumak Ñambi gathered in collective community labour, and the town began to take form. 36 At the same time, a collapse of the international oil price was driving Ecuador into recession. By the end of 2015, the construction of the great port of Manta-Manaus had been abandoned. When we last visited Providencia, in June 2016, the half-completed official port was overgrown with weeds, the transport company had gone bankrupt, and even Carlos Fermín was nowhere to be
found. Yet the streets and houses of Sumak Ñambi were quietly flourishing. Amidst the ruined fantasies of state and capital, the humble case of Sumak Ñambi suggests that utopian possibilities are generated, not by dreaming of 'enchanted' worlds, but by confronting the destruction of all such dreams. As Žižek concludes: "The true utopia is when the situation is so without issue, without a way to resolve it within the coordinates of the possible, that out of the pure urge of survival you have to invent a new space" (Žižek 2011) . From the perspective of a fantastical materialism, in other words, utopia begins where fantasy ends.
